Excursions
CANARY
ISLANDS

TEIDE - MASCA –
GARACHICO
(8 hrs) (without food)

Leaving towards la Villa and Puerto
de Garachico (Castillo San Miguel,
Iglesia Santa Ana, Convento San
Francisco, ...).
Los Silos, Buenavista del Norte up
towards El Palmar road until we
arrive the hamlet of Masca, in the
Rural Park of Teno, with free time
to visit.
Leaving towards the municipal of
Santiago del Teide, stopping at the
mirador of Cherfe. To the village of
Argúayo, in the municipal of Guía
de Isora, Chío we stop for lunch
(not included).

reach the Boca de Tauce, Llano de
Ucanca, free time in los Roques de
García and La Ruleta. During the
trip around the National Park there
are beautiful views of Teide, La Piedra Pómez and the White Mountain
(situated at 2.373 metres high).
A rest in the mountains of the
Valley of La Orotava, on the road to
Aguamansa, to follow in direction
of Puerto de la Cruz and the end of
this excursion.

If the climate permits we will have
a short stop to see the panoramic
Mirador of Pico Viejo the islands
of La Gomera, El Hierro and La
Palma to continue our trip until we
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ICOD – GARACHICO –
MASCA
(8 hrs) (without food)

Leaving towards la Villa and Puerto
de Garachico, with free time to visit
(Castillo San Miguel, Iglesia Santa
Ana, Convento San Francisco, ...).
Municipal los Silos, Buenavista del
Norte, rising to the El Palmar road
until we reach the hamlet of Masca,
in the Rural Park of Teno, with free
time to visit.
Leaving towards the municipal of
Santiago del Teide, stopping at
the mirador of Cherfe where we
can see all the Valley. Stop in the
village with free time for lunch (not
included).

Down towards the Mirador of Garachico, to continue to Icod de los
Vinos with time to visit Milenario
Drago and the San Marcos Church
(not included in the price).
Returning to Puerto de la Cruz
passing the municipals of San Juan
de la Rambla and Los
Realejos, touring all the coast
of the North of the Island.

After to continue rising up the
mountain of Erjos which is 1.117 metres high, arriving at the municipal
El Tanque in the north of the island.
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LA LAGUNA – TAGANANA –
SANTA CRUZ
(8 hrs) (without food)

We start our excursion through
the Municipalities of the region of
Acentejo, Santa Ursula , La Victoria , La Matanza , El Sauzal and
Tacoronte towards the Episcopal
and University City of La Laguna
(World Heritage Site). Visiting the
most important and picturesque
places of the city: the Plaza del
Adelantado, Church of the Holy
Christ of La Laguna, the market,
the old town, diocese, etc.
We then continue onto the Mount
of Las Mercedes, down Bailadero
highway, crossing the Mountains
of Laurel that leads to the village of
Taganana.

restaurant where you can buy lunch
(not included).
After eating, we go towards the
fishing village of San Andres and
Las Teresitas Beach, with a brief
stop for photos then continue onto
the capital, Santa Cruz de Tenerife,
with a brief and panoramic view of
the most emblematic parts of the
city, such as Plaza de España, Calle
del Castillo, Church of La Concepción, Auditorium, etc.
After this visit, we then return via
the northern motorway to Puerto
de la Cruz.

We stop at Almáciga Beach for
photos of Los Roques then onto the
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ISLAND TOUR

(8 hrs) (without food)

Leave in the direction of the Valley
Mariana of Candelaria, where you
will find the church, Basilica, the
Patron of Canarias, the Virgen of
Candelaria with free time to visit.
Across the south east coast, arriving
at Los Cristianos and Playa de las
Américas, with a short tour on the
bus to continue to Playa San Juan,
Playa de la Arena until we reach the
view point to see the Cliffs of Los
Gigantes stopping for a panoramic
visit.

We then go down towards the
view of the valley and Puerto of
Garachico continuing until Icod of
Los Vinos with free time to visit
the Dragon tree and San Marcos
church (not included in the price).
Returning to Puerto de la Cruz
going through the municiples of
San Juan of the Rambla and Los
Realejos, along the coast of the
north of the island.

Arriving at the municipile of Tamaimo and Santiago del Teide, rising
to the mountains of Erjos wich is
1.117 metres high, until reaching the
municipal of El Tanque with a stop
for eating and a ride on a camel (not
included in the price).
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CAÑADAS DEL TEIDE
(8 hrs) (without food)

The tour starts with a visit of the village of La Orotava, (Town Hall Square,
the church of La Concepción, famous “House of Balconies”, continues via
Aguamansa, stopping at the Margaret Stone, Once inside the “Parque Nacional del Teide”, we continue to White Mountain (2373 m.above sea level),
Roques de García (Mirador Llano Ucanca). We stop at a local restaurant for
lunch or picnic (optional). On the way back we pass Izaña, stopping at the
outlook (“Mirador”) of “Mischief”, The Cake, Fountains of Joco, Mirador
de Ortuño, continue down to La Esperanza, making our way back via the
motorway from La Laguna to Puerto de la Cruz, arriving there aprox. 17.00 h
(the itinerary may change due to weather conditions).
Optional Cable Car: The tour starts without a visit to the village of La
Orotava, continues via Aguamansa, stopping at the Margaret Stone, Once
inside the “Parque Nacional del Teide”, we continue to White Mountain
(2373 mtrs above sea level), Roques de García (Mirador Llano Ucanca). We
stop at a local restaurant for lunch or picnic (optional). On the way back we
pass Izaña, stopping at the outlook (“Mirador”) of “Mischief”, The Cake,
Fountains of Joco, Mirador de Ortuño, to continue down to La Esperanza,
making our way back via the motorway from La Laguna to Puerto de la Cruz.
(the itinerary may change due to weather conditions).

Important note: The customer pays the cable car ticket directly at the cable car
box office of buy buying tickets with yourselves, (adults 27.00.- €, 4 to 14 years
13,50.- € and children under 4 free). The cable car option will always be dependent on the weather and occasional technical problems. (In the event that for
any reason the cable car does not work, this agency is not responsible for it, so
the customer is not entitled to a refund of any amount paid for the excursion). It
is advised to bring warm clothing.
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TEIDE (HALF DAY)
(5 hrs) (without food)

We leave Puerto de la Cruz on route to the National Park, passing through the Orotava Valley. Entering the Teide National
Park, we go directly to the cable car facilities. The remaining
clients will be taken to the Roques de García where they also
have free time. We return to pick up the cable car clients
continuing back down through Aguamansa, back to Puerto de la
Cruz at 13.30 h. approx.

Important note: The customer pays the cable car ticket directly at
the cable car box office of buy buying tickets with yourselves, (adults
27.00.- €, 4 to 14 years 13,50.- € and children under 4 free). The
cable car option will always be dependent on the weather and occasional technical problems. (In the event that for any reason the cable
car does not work, this agency is not responsible for it, so the customer is not entitled to a refund of any amount paid for the excursion). It
is advised to bring warm clothing
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